Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Coiled-coil proteins were the earliest biological macromolecules studied at high resolution. Following the discovery of X-rays at the end of the nineteenth century, it was soon recognized that these provided a powerful new tool for probing the structure of biological matter. In an X-ray beam, crystalline materials produce diffraction patterns from which the position of individual atoms can be inferred, an insight that ushered in the era of structural biology at atomic resolution. Proteins remained too large for this method for several decades, requiring many technological and computational developments before the first atomic structure could be determined (myoglobin; Kendrew et al. [@CR54]), but protein fibres were rapidly established as a rewarding target for X-ray diffraction. From the mid 1920s on, William Astbury probed systematically many natural fibres, including wool in the native and denatured state, porcupine quills, horn, nails, muscle, tendons, even DNA (Astbury [@CR6], [@CR7]). He discovered that the diffraction spectra of protein fibres fell into a small number of spectral forms: an α-form exemplified by wool, a β-form exemplified by silk, and third form corresponding to tendon. He further found that proteins of the α-form could be converted to the β-form by stretching, or to yet another form, cross-β, by heat denaturation ("supercontraction"). All these forms showed simple diffraction patterns, illustrating that the underlying fibres were built by the regular repetition of simple structural motifs, a realization that invited numerous modelling efforts.

The most common diffraction pattern was the α-form, generated by a group of proteins that Astbury came to refer to as 'k-m-e-f', for keratin, myosin, epidermin, and fibrinogen. The hallmark of this pattern were prominent meridional arcs at 5.15 Å, indicating the repeating unit of the structure. Numerous attempts were made to derive molecular models from this pattern, including efforts by Astbury himself. These led to a race for the correct structural model between Bragg, Perutz and Kendrew at Cambridge and Pauling and Corey at Caltech (Judson [@CR51]), a race that Linus Pauling won in 1950 with the announcement of the α-helix (Pauling and Corey [@CR81]; Pauling et al. [@CR83]). His structure, however, did not show a periodicity of 5.15 Å, as in the fibre diffraction pattern of the k-m-e-f proteins, but rather of 5.4 Å. Pauling had taken the confidence to ignore the meridional arcs of the α-form because the diffraction pattern of a synthetic fibre, poly-γ-methyl-L-glutamate, which was clearly of the α-type, also showed reflections at 5.4 Å away from the meridian. Pauling and Corey's α-helix was rapidly confirmed by diffraction data from the Cambridge group, but the meridional arcs of k-m-e-f proteins remained unexplained and continued to preoccupy both groups. Undoubtedly these proteins were α-helical, but their constituent helices had to be distorted in some way relative to the ideal structure. Independently of each other, Linus Pauling at Caltech and Francis Crick at Cambridge found a solution to this problem through packing-induced superhelical distortions of the α-helices in the native proteins (Crick [@CR21], [@CR22], [@CR23]; Pauling and Corey [@CR82]). Pauling called these supercoiled structures compound helices, Crick called them coiled coils.

In modelling the α-helix, Pauling and Corey ([@CR85]) had understood that the structure did not require an integer or a ratio of small integers for the number of residues per turn. Nevertheless, they had allowed for the possibility that, in a crystalline arrangement, the regular packing of the helices could favour deformations into configurations with a rational number of residues per turn, such as 11/3 (11 residues over 3 turns), 15/4, and 18/5. Two years later they returned to this idea, proposing that such superhelical deformation, resulting from the α-helices twisting around each other, could account for the meridional arc in the diffraction spectrum of k-m-e-f proteins (Pauling and Corey [@CR82]). They discussed several sequence periodicities (4/1, 7/2, 15/4) with supercoil twists in the same or in the opposite sense to those of the constituent helices. They also discussed a number of different stoichiometries, including one with six helices coiling around a straight seventh one. This article did not offer quantitative parameters for the model structures and did not consider sidechain packing, proposing instead that supercoiling resulted from the exact repetition of short sequences that caused periodic fluctuations in backbone hydrogen-bond lengths.

Whereas Pauling and Corey only considered backbone configurations in their article, Crick placed sidechain geometry at the centre of his modelling effort (Crick [@CR21], [@CR22], [@CR23]). His key insight was that α-helices, when twisted around each other at an angle of about 20°, would interlock their sidechains systematically along the core of the structure, repeating the same interactions every seven residues (or two turns of the α-helix). Crick offered a full parameterization for such a structure with sequence periodicity of 7/2, which he called the 'coiled-coil', and referred to the systematic interlocking of sidechains as 'knobs' into 'holes'. He conjectured that the energy required to distort the helices could be provided by the packing interactions of the sidechains, if these were hydrophobic, leading him to predict that the sequence of coiled coils would show a periodic recurrence of hydrophobic residues with a periodicity of 7/2 = 3.5 (a periodicity that in time became known as the 'heptad repeat').

Although the heptad periodicity predicted by Crick was only confirmed more than 20 years later with the determination of the tropomyosin sequence (Stone et al. [@CR89]) and knobs-into-holes packing with the structure of influenza hemagglutinin (Wilson et al. [@CR103]), the elegance and simplicity of Crick's parameterization was immediately convincing and became the canonical account of coiled-coil structure. As an intriguing aside, the first coiled-coil protein of known sequence was murein lipoprotein (Braun and Bosch [@CR11]) and the first with a high-resolution structure catabolite gene activator protein (McKay and Steitz [@CR71]), but the coiled coils in these proteins were only recognized years later.

Following Crick's model of the coiled coil, the number of papers on this topic saw an explosive increase, also relative to other topics in the rapidly expanding field of protein biochemistry, but started losing ground after the early 1960s (Fig. [4.1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Interest was rekindled by the growing availability of protein sequences, which opened coiled coils to computational sequence analysis and modelling (e.g. McLachlan and Stewart [@CR72], [@CR73]; Parry [@CR77]; Parry et al. [@CR79]), and by the first high-resolution structures, which led Carolyn Cohen and David Parry to propose that an understanding of coiled coils would not only be relevant for long fibrous proteins, but also for globular and membrane proteins (Cohen and Parry [@CR18], [@CR19]). Their insight was proven visionary just 2 years later with the leucine zipper hypothesis (Landschulz et al. [@CR57]), which fundamentally altered the perception of coiled coils in protein science (see e.g. Cohen and Parry [@CR20]). This led to a second phase of explosive growth for this topic (Fig. [4.1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}) and coiled coils and leucine zippers are now household terms in protein science. There have been many excellent reviews on their various aspects over the years (Lupas [@CR64]; Cohen [@CR17]; Burkhard et al. [@CR12]; Gruber and Lupas [@CR39]; Mason and Arndt [@CR69]; Lupas and Gruber [@CR65]; Woolfson [@CR106]; Parry et al. [@CR80]), so we will place more emphasis here on developments of the last decade and refer our readers to these reviews for further information.Fig. 4.1**Number of coiled-coil publications over the years.** The number of documents in the Web of Science (Thomson Reuters) obtained with the Topic query \[("coiled coil\*" OR "leucine zipper") AND protein\*\] over 5-year intervals starting with 1951--1955 are shown with a *dashed line* (*right axis*). These numbers, divided by the number of documents obtained with the Topic query \[protein\*\] over the same intervals, are shown with a *solid line* (*left axis*). More than 5000 coiled-coil publications have appeared every year for the last two decades, amounting to about 0.5 % of publications in the protein sciences

Structural Parameters {#Sec2}
=====================

The Standard Model {#Sec3}
------------------

Coiled coils are α-helical structures in which helices are wound around each other to form superhelical bundles. They usually consist of two or three helices in parallel or antiparallel orientation, but structures with seven and more helices have been determined. They are usually oligomers either of the same (homo) or of different chains (hetero), but can also be formed by consecutive helices from the same polypeptide chain, which in that case almost always have an antiparallel orientation.

The constituent helices of coiled coils interact via a knobs-into-holes geometry of amino-acid sidechains at their interface (Crick [@CR21], [@CR23]). In this geometry, a residue from one helix (knob) packs into a space surrounded by four sidechains of the facing helix (hole). Because the residue thus comes to be located next to the equivalent residue from the facing helix, this geometry is sometimes referred to as in-register. This geometry contrasts with the more irregular packing of helices in globular proteins and non-coiled-coil bundles. In that packing mode, referred to as ridges-into-grooves (Chothia et al. [@CR14], [@CR15]), a residue packs above or beneath the equivalent residue from the facing helix and is therefore also called out-of-register. The two packing modes impose fundamentally different constraints on the α-helices. Whereas ridges-into-grooves packing can be formed with undistorted helices and a multitude of sidechain positions, the regular meshing of knobs-into-holes packing requires precisely recurrent positions of the side-chains every seven residues along the helix interface (the heptad repeat). Because these seven positions, arranged over two turns of the helix, yield a periodicity of 3.5 residues per turn and an undistorted helix has 3.63 residues per turn, the helices must bend to reduce the periodicity to 3.5 relative to a central axis. This bending is called supercoiling and occurs in the sense opposite to that of the individual helices; this means that, because α-helices are right-handed, the supercoil of heptad coiled coils must be left-handed. The regularity of side-chain positions is reflected at the level of their biophysical properties: coiled coils show seven-residue sequence repeats whose positions are labelled *a--g*; the core-forming positions (*a* and *d*) are usually occupied by hydrophobic residues, whereas the remaining, solvent-exposed positions (*b*, *c*, *e*, *f*, and *g*) are dominated by hydrophilic residues.

The consequence of the regular nature of coiled coils is that their structures can be described fully by parametric equations (Crick [@CR22]; Offer et al. [@CR0002]; Lupas and Gruber [@CR65]). The coiled-coil parameters characterize individual helices and their orientation in a superhelical bundle (Fig. [4.2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). These parameters can be used to calculate a Cα trace of a coiled-coil bundle, which upon backbone reconstruction and side-chain placement, can serve as a starting point for design and modelling procedures (see Chap. 10.1007/978-3-319-49674-0_2 by Woolfson [@CR107], in this issue).Fig. 4.2**Schematic representation of a trimeric coiled coil, showing the main parameters.** *O* ~*n*~ marks the centre of one α-helix, *A* ~*n*~ the Cα position of a constituent residue, and *C* ~*n*~ the superhelix axis. The distance required for the superhelix to complete a full turn is called the pitch, and the angle of a helix relative to the superhelical axis is *α*, the pitch angle (sometimes also called superhelix crossing angle or tilt angle). The angle between two neighbouring helices is *Ω*, the pairwise helix-crossing angle. The vector connecting the centre of a helix to the superhelical axis gives *r* ~*0*~, the superhelix radius, and that connecting the centre of a helix to the Cα carbons of its constituent residues gives *r* ~*1*~, the α-helix radius. The angle between the α-helix radius and superhelix radius vectors for the same residue is *φ*, the positional orientation angle, or Crick angle (which is sometimes confusingly denoted *α* as well); it gives the location of a given residue relative to the supercoil axis. The angle between the α-helix radius vectors for two consecutive residues is the phase shift of the α-helix (Δ*φ*) and the angle between two consecutive superhelix radius vectors is the phase shift of the supercoil (Δ*ω*)

Prediction and Analysis Programs {#Sec4}
--------------------------------

Thanks to the regularity of the repeating pattern, coiled coils can be predicted directly from their sequence to a level of detail that permits the assignment of individual residues to the positions of the heptad repeat. The most popular tools for such predictions follow the idea of scoring the sequence against a matrix of residue frequencies derived from known coiled coils (Parry [@CR78]). This approach was implemented in the **COILS** program by substituting residue preferences for frequencies (i.e. dividing residue frequencies by their background frequencies in the sequence database), introducing a scanning window, and scaling scores against reference databases to obtain probabilities (Lupas et al. [@CR66]; Gruber et al. [@CR40]). A variant of this approach, using pairwise residue correlations, was implemented in the program **PairCoil** (Berger et al. [@CR9]; McDonnell et al. [@CR70]). More recently, another approach based on Hidden Markov Models led to the development of **MARCOIL** (Delorenzi and Speed [@CR24]), which operates without a scanning window and appears to offer the best combination of sensitivity and speed among the currently available methods (Gruber et al. [@CR40]). Conceptually similar methods have also been implemented to predict the oligomerization state of coiled coils from sequence data, yielding the programs **SCORER** (Woolfson and Alber [@CR108]; Armstrong et al. [@CR5]) and **Multicoil** (Wolf et al. [@CR104]; Trigg et al. [@CR96]), and, through use of support vector machine-based classification, **PrOCoil** (Mahrenholz et al. [@CR67]). These programs all distinguish only between parallel dimers and trimers, and are unable to identify coiled coils that are neither, thus being somewhat limited in their use. A step forward has been taken with **LOGICOIL** (Vincent et al. [@CR98]), a program that combines Bayesian variable selection with multinomial probit regression for prediction; this program is able to additionally distinguish antiparallel dimers and tetramers, thus considerably extending its range. For all programs discussed here, it is important to keep in mind that they are designed to analyze unbroken heptad repeats and therefore have limited applicability to coiled coils with other periodicities (see Sect. [4.2.4](#Sec6){ref-type="sec"}). In addition, the sequences of coiled coils are similar to those of natively unstructured proteins, leading to an overlap between the two types of predictions. The reasons for this similarity and ways to deal with the resulting false negative and false positive predictions will be discussed in Sect. [4.3.2](#Sec9){ref-type="sec"}.

The ability to describe coiled coils with parametric equations has also led to the development of a large number of useful programs that analyse and model coiled-coil structures. **Socket** (Walshaw and Woolfson [@CR99]) detects knobs-into-holes packing and **Twister** (Strelkov and Burkhard [@CR90]), **SamCC** (Dunin-Horkawicz and Lupas [@CR28]), and **CCCP fit** (Grigoryan and DeGrado [@CR38]) quantify the properties of experimental structures, while **BeammotifCC** (Offer et al. [@CR0002]), **CCCP generate** (Grigoryan and DeGrado [@CR38]), and **CCBuilder** (Wood et al. [@CR105]) allow users to generate models for coiled coils with predefined properties. **Socket** relies on a user-adjustable geometric definition of knobs-into-holes packing and on a simplified structure representation, considering sidechains only by their centre of mass. A scan of the Protein Structure Databank with **Socket** allowed Woolfson and coworkers to classify numerous coiled-coil structures according to their architecture in a relational database, **CC+** (Testa et al. [@CR94]). In contrast to **Socket**, **Twister** ignores the sidechains completely and considers only Cα carbons of a coiled-coil structure to determine the position of the central axis for each helix which, in turn, determines the location of the supercoil axis. Once the axes are traced, all structural parameters defined by the Crick parameterization can be calculated at the resolution of individual residues. **Twister** is very well suited to track local fluctuations in coiled-coil structures, but is limited by the requirement that the helices be in a parallel orientation and symmetric (because only averaged results are emitted). This issue has been addressed in the **SamCC** program, which can be used to measure antiparallel and asymmetric coiled coils with four or more helices. A different approach is used in the **CCCP** suite of programs, which does not divide the structure into consecutive layers, but rather globally fits Crick parameters to a given backbone structure. **CCCP** can not only be used to analyse structures, but also to produce coordinates for the main chains of coiled coils based on specified Crick parameters. Such modelling can be also performed with **BeammotifCC**, which is uniquely able to model transitions between regions of different periodicity. Finally, modelling of coiled coils can also be performed in **CCBuilder**, which is available as a web service only and provides the user with a complete pipeline for coiled coil design and model validation.

Coiled Coils with Variant Core Geometry {#Sec5}
---------------------------------------

While most coiled coils follow the canonical knobs-into-holes packing described by Crick, two variant packing modes are sometimes observed in antiparallel structures. The first, complementary *x--da*, is brought about by global axial rotation of all helices, in the ideal case by about 26°. This rotation shifts the relative position of residues and leads to a variant of knobs-into-holes packing, in which the hydrophobic core is formed by three positions, rather than two. When viewed from the N-terminus of a helix, clockwise rotation moves position *d* into the centre of the core, position *a* outward and position *g* inward to yield an *a*--*d*--*g* core; counter-clockwise rotation has the opposite effect, moving position *a* to the centre and yielding an *a*--*d*--*e* core (Fig. [4.3a](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). In both cases, the positions of the extended hydrophobic core assume two distinct geometries: we refer to one geometry as *x*, where the sidechains point towards the centre of the coiled-coil bundle, and to the other as *da*, where two sidechains point side-ways, enclosing a central cavity. Importantly, *x* and *da* represent structural nomenclature and *da* should not be confused with positions *d* and *a* of a heptad repeat. In the *a*--*d*--*g* core, positions *g* and *a* assume *da* geometry, whereas position *d* assumes *x* geometry. Similarly, in the *a*--*d*--*e* core, positions *d* and *e* assume *da* geometry and position *a* assumes *x* geometry (Fig. [4.3a](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Complementary *x*--*da* packing is almost invariably found in antiparallel four-helical bundles, because *x* and *da* alternate along the helices and therefore the geometrically most favourable packing is achieved when the two pairs of diagonally opposite helices run in inverse directions and the *x* positions in one pair are combined with *da* positions in the other. The only case known to us where complementary *x*--*da* packing occurs in a parallel coiled coil is in the HAMP domain, a homodimer of two consecutive helices in which complementarity is achieved by the N-terminal helix having an *a*--*d*--*e* core and the C-terminal one an *a*--*d*--*g* core (Hulko et al. [@CR49]). Intriguingly, HAMP can assume both canonical and complementary *x*--*da* packing (Ferris et al. [@CR31]), suggesting that it could relay conformational signals in transmembrane receptors by the concerted axial rotation of its helices (Mondejar et al. [@CR0001]; Ferris et al. [@CR32], [@CR33]).Fig. 4.3**Variant core geometries.** (**a**) Complementary *x--da* packing via axial helix rotation in antiparallel four-helical coiled coils, showing helical wheel-diagrams of *a*--*d*--*e* (*left*) and *a*--*d*--*g* (right) hydrophobic cores. Canonical hydrophobic core positions *(a* and *d*) and positions co-opted to the core in *x*--*da* packing (*e* or *g*) are *highlighted*. (**b**) Alacoil interactions in the context of four-helical bundles. The heptad positions of the helices are denoted relative to the overall register of the bundle. The Alacoil interactions can occur along either the *d--g* (*left*) or the *a--e* (*right*) edge; the participating positions are *highlighted*

The extent to which helices are axially rotated is captured by the Crick angle of the standard model, which describes the orientation of a residue relative to the bundle axis. Measurements of Crick angles in experimentally determined structures using **SamCC** showed that coiled coils rarely assume an ideal *x--da* packing, in which helices are rotated by +26° or −26°. Rather, a continuum of axial rotational states was observed, predominantly in coiled coils with *a*--*d*--*e* cores (Dunin-Horkawicz and Lupas [@CR28]); in contrast, coiled coils with *a*--*d*--*g* cores are rarely observed and their rotation angles are typically \<10° (Szczepaniak et al. [@CR92]). A survey of natural and computed structures found that small hydrophobic residues in position *e* and hydrophilic residues in position *g* favour *a--d--e* cores; the opposite distribution favours *a--d--g* cores (Dunin-Horkawicz and Lupas [@CR29]; Szczepaniak et al. [@CR92]). Depending on the sidechain size of the residues co-opted into the core (*e* in the case of *a*--*d*--*e* cores, *g* for *a*--*d*--*g* cores) the cross-sections of the resulting bundles may range from square (e.g. GCN4-pV, Table [4.1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}) to distinctly rectangular (e.g. in Lac21 and GCN4-pAe~LV~, where the co-opted positions *e* are occupied by alanines, Table [4.1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}).Table 4.1Examples of coiled coils with Alacoil or *x--da* interactionsNamePDB idArchitectureCore geometryav. axial rotation^a^Min. pairwise interface distances (Å)^b^Tight interface typeCommentF-BAR3Q0KHairpinAlacoil--**B \[153--177\] -- B \[212--188\]: 8.3**ROP-like (*a--d*)pT26-6p2WB7Sheet of 4 helicesType II bifaceted with Alacoil interfaces--**A \[565--582\] -- A \[604--587\]: 7.7**All three interfaces are ferritin-likeThe two central helices are bifaceted (first *c--g*/*d--a*, second *d--a*/*e--b*) and cancel out each other's angular offset (see Sects. [4.3.1](#Sec8){ref-type="sec"} and [4.4.2](#Sec12){ref-type="sec"})**A \[592--610\] -- A \[638--620\]: 7.6A \[625--643\] -- A \[666--648\]: 7.4**SMBP3U8VFour-helical bundleCanonical with two Alacoil interfaces0°**A \[6--20\] -- A \[43--29\]: 7.6**Ferritin-like (*d--g*)Duplication of a hairpin that forms a His-zipper AlacoilA \[43--29\] **--** A \[51--65\]: 9.2**A \[51--65\] -- A \[88--74\]: 7.6**A \[88--74\] **--** A \[6--20\]: 8.7ROP1ROPAntiparallel homodimer of hairpinsCanonical with two Alacoil interfaces0°**A \[28--7\] -- A \[32--53\]: 8.5**ROP-like (*a--e*)A \[32--53\] **--** B \[53--32\]: 9.8**B \[53--32\] -- B \[7--28\]: 8.5**B \[7--28\] **--** A \[28--7\]: 10.3Ferritin1FHAFour-helical bundleIrregular with one Alacoil interface(too irregular)A \[16--41\] **--** A \[121--96\]: 10.4Ferritin-like (*a--e*)A \[121--96\] **--** A \[129--154\]: 9.0A \[129--154\] **--** A \[76--51\]: 12.4**A \[76--51\] -- A \[16--41\]: 7.7**GCN4-pAg2B1FAntiparallel homotetramerCanonical with two Alacoil interfaces−5°**A \[5--29\] -- B \[29--5\]: 7.9**Ferritin-like (*d--g*)B \[29--5\] **--** C \[5--29\]: 9.5**C \[5--29\] -- D \[29--5\]: 8.1**D \[29--5\] **--** A \[5--29\]: 9.4Form I peptide3J89Parallel open-ended sheetType III bifaceted with both interfaces Alacoil**A \[11--29\] -- E \[8--26\]: 8.5**ROP-like (g--d/e--b)Only example of a parallel AlacoilDSD1G6UHexameric tube formed as a trimer of dimers (all subunits antiparallel)Type III bifaceted with an Alacoil interface forming between dimers--interfaces of the central tube:Ferritin-like (*d--g*)Designed hairpin with one short and one long helix; forms an antiparallel three-helical dimer; three dimers assemble via their long helices into a six-helical tube buttressed by the short helices**B/H/E \[24--41\] -- G/D/A \[41--24\]: 7.7**G/D/A \[41--24\] **--** H/E/B \[24--41\]: 10.4LPD-123CAYAntiparallel homodimerAlacoil--**A \[4--20\] -- B \[20--4\]: 7.9**Intermediate between ferritin-like and ROP-like (both interface positions are alanine)Synthetic peptide comprised of two nearly identical hendecads, yet the dimer forms with heptad periodicity (Alacoil geometry may only be compatible with heptads)Lac211LBIAntiparallel homotetramerComplementary *x--da* (*a--d--e* core) = type I bifaceted−16°**A \[356--340\] -- C \[339--355\]: 7.3***a--e*Square cross-sectionC \[339--355\] **--** D \[356--340\]: 10.2**D \[356--340\] -- B \[339--355\]: 7.2**B \[339--355\] **--** A \[356--340\]: 10.5GCN4-pAe~LV~2R2VAntiparallel homotetramerComplementary *x--da* (*a--d--e* core) = type I bifaceted−8°A \[6--31\] **--** B \[31--6\]: 11.2*a--e*Square cross-section**B \[31--6\] -- C \[6--31\]: 7.9**C \[6--31\] **--** D \[31--6\]: 11.2**D \[31--6\] -- A \[6--31\]: 7.8**GCN4-pVg2B22Antiparallel homotetramerComplementary *x--da* (*a--d--e* core) = type I bifaceted−21°A/C \[5--29\] **--** B/D \[29--5\]: 10.1*\_*Square cross-sectionB/D \[29--5\] **--** C/A \[5--29\]: 9.9SARS1ZV7Antiparallel homotetramerComplementary *x--da* (*a--d--e* core) = type I bifaceted−16°B \[5--36\] **--** A \[36--5\]: 8.9*\_*Rectangular cross-sectionA \[36--5\] **--** C \[5--36\]: 10.1C \[5--36\] **--** D \[36--5\]: 8.9D \[36--5\] **--** B \[5--36\]: 9.4HAMP2L7HDimer of helix-loop-helix subunits (all helices parallel)Complementary *x--da* (helices A1 and B1: *a--d--e*; helices A2 and B2: *a--d--g*) = type I bifacetedhelices A1 & B1: −20°A \[283--296\] **--** A \[311--324\]: 10.6*\_*Rectangular cross-section; only example of a parallel bundle with complementary *x--da* packingA \[311--324\] **--** B \[283--296\]: 8.9helices A2 & B2: 20°B \[283--296\] **--** B \[311--324\]: 10.7B \[311--324\] **--** A \[283--296\]: 9.0^a^Four-helical bundles only^b^Letters denote chains in the structure from column B, numbers denote the respective residue range; tight interfaces with a minimal distance of 8.5 Å or less are shown *bold*

The second variant packing mode, Alacoil, refers to an arrangement of two tightly associated, antiparallel α-helices (Gernert et al. [@CR35]); we will address the unique case of an engineered, parallel Alacoil, which assembles into sheets, in Sect. [4.3.1](#Sec8){ref-type="sec"}. The exceptionally small distance of \~8 Å between helical axes is possible owing to the overrepresentation of small residues on one side of the hydrophobic core, typically alanine (hence the name). If the small residues occur in position *a* (defined with respect to the pairwise interaction), the resulting Alacoil is considered to be of the ferritin type, if in *d*, of the ROP type (Fig. [4.4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}; Table [4.1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). The residues in the other core position (*d* in ferritins and *a* in ROPs) are typically large and interdigitate to form a continuous ridge. The two Alacoil types can also be distinguished by the relative shift between the interacting helices: when viewed from the side, helical turns in ROP-like structures appear to lie directly across each other, whereas in ferritin-like structures they appear offset (Gernert et al. [@CR35]).Fig. 4.4**Alacoil interactions between antiparallel helices.** In ROP-type Alacoils (*left column*) small residues are localized in position *d* of the heptad repeat, whereas in Ferritin-type (*right column*) in position *a*. Positions occupied by small resides are *highlighted*. Note the difference in the relative axial shift between the interacting helices

In the original description of the Alacoil (Gernert et al. [@CR35]), all examples were pairwise helical interactions extracted from bundles comprising four α-helices. The heptad register used to describe them referred to the pairwise interaction, ignoring the register of the parent bundle. Since Alacoils can form along either the *a--e* or *d--g* edges of a bundle (Fig. [4.3b](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}; Table [4.1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}), the pairwise register has to be related to the overall register on a case-by-case basis. This has proven a consistent source of confusion, further enhanced in many studies by a failure to distinguish between Alacoil interactions and *x--da* packing. Although some coiled coils with *x--da* packing resemble Alacoils in having a seam of small residues that leads to close, pairwise association of their helices, the two packing modes differ fundamentally in the axial rotation state of their helices with respect to the bundle. Whereas helices showing Alacoil interactions are essentially unrotated (Dunin-Horkawicz and Lupas [@CR28]), helices with *x--da* interactions are rotated by \> ±10° with respect to the bundle axis (Szczepaniak et al. [@CR92]). An example is provided by the four-helical bundle formed by the Lac repressor tetramer, Lac21, which was described as a ferritin-like Alacoil (Solan et al. [@CR87]), but, in fact, shows complementary *x--da* packing with an *a*--*d*--*e* core, due to the \~16° counter-clockwise rotation of its helices (Table [4.1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}).

Non-heptad Coiled Coils {#Sec6}
-----------------------

Coiled coils typically show a high degree of regularity, but are rarely without any discontinuities. The most common of these result from the insertion of three (stammer) or four (stutter) residues into the heptad repeat. Both are close enough to the periodicity of canonical coiled coils (7/2 = 3.5) to be accommodated without disrupting the constituent helices. By inserting more than 3.5 residues, stutters raise the periodicity locally to 3.67 residues per turn (7 + 4 = 11 -&gt; 11/3), leading to an unwinding of the left-handed supercoil; stammers have the opposite effect and reduce the periodicity to 3.33 (7 + 3 = 10 -&gt; 10/3), causing overwinding. Stutters, in particular, are frequently seen in coiled coils and the 11-residue segments they generate are often referred to as hendecads. These local changes in supercoiling affect core packing in the same way as the global rotation of the helices (Sect. [4.2.3](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"}), leading to the local adoption of *x--da* geometry: stutters are analogous to counter-clockwise rotation and stammers to clockwise rotation, as seen from the N-terminus of the helix. In coiled coils that are parallel and in-register, residues in positions *x* point towards the supercoil axis and residues in *da* interact in a ring around a central cavity; both depart from knobs-into-holes geometry to form knobs-to-knobs interactions. In dimeric coiled coils, these knobs-to-knobs interactions are particularly constrained, as residues in *x* point directly at each other, causing steric clashes if the residues are larger than glycine or alanine. Several strategies to accomodate *x* layers are observed (Lupas and Gruber [@CR65]): the coiled coils may become locally asymmetric to avoid clashes; they may form higher oligomers, where the centre of the bundle offers increasingly more space; they may move locally out of register towards ridges-into-grooves geometry; or they may form antiparallel bundles, which have more space for residues in *x* positions because sidechains are angled towards the N-terminus and thus point in opposite directions (also, here *x* and *da* geometries can be combined to form complementary *x--da* layers, as discussed in Sect. [4.2.3](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"}).

Insertions may be delocalized over several heptads; for example, a stutter can result in higher periodicities like 18 residues over 5 turns (14 + 4 = 18 -&gt; 18/5 = 3.6), or 25 residues over 7 turns (21 + 4 = 25 -&gt; 25/7 = 3.57). Delocalization over more than one heptad also allows for accommodation of discontinuities other than stutters or stammers, such as insertions of 1 (skip) or 5 residues. In the context of a single heptad, these would lead to periodicities of 2.66 ((7 + 1)/3), 3.0 ((7 + 5)/4), or 4.0 ((7 + 1)/2; (7 + 5)/3), none of which fall into the range accessible to coiled coils. However, if delocalized over at least two heptads they produce periodicities such as 3.67 ((21 + 1)/6), 3.71 ((21 + 5)/7), 3.75 ((14 + 1)/4), or 3.8 ((14 + 5)/5), all of which can result in stable structures. Fundamentally, all periodicities accessible to coiled coils without disruption of the constituent helices can be described as combinations of three- and four-residue segments that start with a core residue (Hicks et al. [@CR46]; Gruber and Lupas [@CR39]). This is evidently true for heptads (7), stutters (4), and stammers (3), but also for skips, which in the context of a heptad are equivalent to two stutters (7 + 1 = 4 + 4), and 5-residue insertions, which, in the same context, are equivalent to three stutters (7 + 5 = 4 + 4 + 4). When elements of 3 and 4 alternate regularly, perfect knobs-into-holes packing is achieved. In places where consecutive elements of the same kind (3--3 or 4--4) occur, the packing locally requires knobs-to-knobs interactions.

There are limits to the periodicities that coiled coils can assume, resulting from the supercoil strain imposed on the constituent helices. The further a periodicity is from the 3.63 residues per turn of an undistorted helix, the stronger the supercoiling needed to form a coiled coil. At some point, the strain is sufficient to break the helix. Indeed, two crystal structures of stammers in heptad coiled coils show that the strain these introduce is accommodated by the formation of local 3~10~-helical segments (Hartmann et al. [@CR44], [@CR45]). It thus appears that 3.33 residues per turn (or 0.3 less than an undistorted helix) mark the lower boundary of periodicities accessible to coiled coils. By extension, we anticipate the upper boundary to be around 3.95. Indeed, if a skip residue cannot be accommodated by delocalization over at least two heptads, the local periodicity of 4.0 it causes is too high for a coiled coil and the residue is looped out into a π-turn, leaving the remaining coiled coil largely unperturbed (Lupas [@CR64]; Lupas and Gruber [@CR65]).

If the insertion of 3 residues marks a lower limit for the supercoiling accessible to a coiled coil, what happens if 2x3 or 3x3 residues are inserted (corresponding to the deletion of 1 or insertion of 2 residues in a heptad frame, respectively)? Surprisingly, in trimeric coiled coils, these were recently shown to cause the local formation of short β-strands, which move the path of each chain in the trimer by 120° around the supercoil axis (Hartmann et al. [@CR45]), resulting in an α/β coiled coil that represents a substantially new kind of fibre (Hartmann et al. [@CR45]) (Fig. [4.5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 4.5**Coiled coil structures with different periodicities.** *Top row*: The left-handed supercoil of GCN4-pII (PDB: 1GCM) with a periodicity of seven residues over two helical turns (7/2), the straight helices of tetrabrachion (PDB: 1FE6) with 11/3 periodicity, and the right-handed supercoil of human VASP (PDB: 1USD) with 15/4 periodicity. *Bottom row*: Two mildly left-handed supercoils created by a 18/5 periodicity in the influenza hemagglutinin, pH 4 (PDB: 1HTM) and a 25/7 periodicity in the Sendai virus phosphoprotein (PDB: 1EZJ). In TCAR0761 from *Thermosinus carboxydivorans* (pdb: 5APZ), the 9/3 periodicity leads to the formation of an α/β coiled coil. *Grey* backgrounds indicate the extent of a single repeat

When the local discontinuities described here are repeated regularly along the helix, they lead to the formation of coiled coils whose periodicity deviates globally from the standard model. For these, the handedness of the supercoil is given by the difference of their periodicity to the 3.63 of an undistorted α-helix: coiled coils with periodicities of 3.4 (17/5) or 3.57 (25/7) are left-handed; with periodicities of 3.6 (18/5) or 3.67 (11/3) essentially straight, and with periodicities of 3.75 (15/4) or 3.8 (19/5) right-handed (Fig. [4.5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Since only heptads lead to continuous knobs-into-holes packing, all these periodicities cause the periodic formation of knobs-to-knobs interactions. Because of the constraints resulting from them, coiled coils that deviate globally from the heptad pattern are essentially never two-helical. Such coiled coils were anticipated by Pauling and Corey ([@CR82]), but not considered by Crick, who placed knobs-into-holes interactions at the centre of his model. Nevertheless, the Crick equations fully account for coiled coils with non-heptad periodicities and their implementation into computational tools like **CCCP** or **BeammotifCC**, can be used to measure and model such coiled coils. **BeammotifCC**, though, is the only tool that can model transitions between different types of periodicities such as seen in many natural coiled coils, for example in the rod of the trimeric adhesin YadA, which goes from 15/4 to 19/5 to 7/2 (Koretke et al. [@CR55]).

Structural Determinants of Folding and Stability {#Sec7}
================================================

Number and Orientation of Helices {#Sec8}
---------------------------------

The sidechains at the helical interfaces of coiled coils are the main determinants of their oligomeric state and of the orientation of the helices in the bundle. We will outline a number of factors here that can lead to a specific structural state, but individually these should be seen as context-dependent preferences, which may be overridden by other factors.

In parallel coiled coils, an important role is played by the core residues in positions *a* and *d*, which show distinct preferences for specific sidechains in two-, three-, and four-helical coiled coils. This is because in position *a* of dimeric coiled coils, the Cα-Cβ vector of residues is parallel to that of the peptide bond facing them across the interface, while in position *d* it is perpendicular. This provides more space at the centre of the interface for position *a*, favouring the β-branched residues isoleucine and valine, and a more constrained central space for position *d*, favouring the γ-branched residue leucine. In trimeric coiled coils, the Cα-Cβ vectors of positions *a* and *d* have a similar, acute angle with respect to the interface and do not show a preference for specific sidechains. In tetrameric coiled coils, the geometry of the positions at the interface is reversed, with *a* having a perpendicular Cα-Cβ vector and a preference for leucine, and *d* having a parallel vector and a preference for isoleucine and valine. For this reason, switching the position of specific sidechains in the core can lead to a switch in oligomer states between dimers, trimers, and tetramers in otherwise identical sequences (Harbury et al. [@CR41]). These preferences may, however, not be sufficient to specify the oligomeric state in some cases (Armstrong et al. [@CR4]; Zaytsev et al. [@CR113]). The size of sidechains at core positions also plays a role in establishing the oligomeric state. Whereas the aliphatic residues are compatible with all forms, coiled coils with phenylalanine or tryptophan at all core positions form pentamers, although the presence of a single methionine in the core reduces the phenylalanine pentamer to a tetramer (Liu et al. [@CR59], [@CR60]). The oligomeric state can be further influenced by polar residues in the core. Thus, asparagine in position *a* is a determinant of dimeric structure in leucine zippers (Harbury et al. [@CR41]; Gonzalez et al. [@CR36]; Akey et al. [@CR1]), but in position *d* it specifies trimerization in a range of surface proteins (Hartmann et al. [@CR44]). As a general rule, polar and charged residues favour dimers, where they can be more easily solvated, but exceptions abound.

Next to the core residues, the residues in the positions flanking the core (*e* and *g*) also influence oligomerization and orientation. Specifically, if they include a preponderance of hydrophobic residues in one of the positions, they favour tetramers over dimers or trimers, frequently in antiparallel orientation. The resulting, broader hydrophobic core can be described as having two seams of core residues, which overlap by one position, i.e. *g--d* and *d--a*, or *d--a* and *a--e* (Walshaw et al. [@CR101]; Woolfson et al. [@CR109]). Axially symmetric packing of such a larger interface causes the shared position to point towards the central axis (*x* geometry) and the two other positions to point side-ways, enclosing a central cavity (*da* geometry). We have already encountered this packing in Sects. [4.2.3](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"} and [4.2.4](#Sec6){ref-type="sec"}, in the context of complementary *x--da* interactions, and of stutters and stammers.

As the two seams move further apart on the face of the helices, they favour increasingly higher oligomers, marking a transition from fibres to tubes (see also Sect. [4.4.2](#Sec12){ref-type="sec"}). Thus, adjacent seams (*g-d* and *a-e*) lead to the formation of pentamers, hexamers, and heptamers, and seams separated by an intervening residue (*g-d* and *e-b*, separated by *a;* or *c-g* and *a-e*, separated by *d*) to even higher oligomers, the largest of which is the antiparallel barrel of 12 helices in the multidrug efflux protein TolC (Koronakis et al. [@CR56]). Helices with two seams have been called "bifaceted" and the three types have been denoted I, II, and III in the order of increasing separation (Walshaw et al. [@CR101]; Woolfson et al. [@CR109]). Thomson et al. ([@CR95]) have recently developed a quantitative description of type II bifaceted helices, which has allowed them to engineer penta- to heptameric barrels by computational design. Egelman et al. ([@CR30]) have gone one step further by designing a type III bifaceted helix that assembles into sheets (Table [4.1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). This open-ended architecture is brought about by two factors: (a) a heterotypic association between the *g--d* seam of one helix and the *e--b* seam of the next, such that the growing sheet always presents a *g--d* seam at one edge and an *e--b* seam at the other; and (b) the placement of alanines in position *g* of the *g--d* seam and position *b* of the *e--b* seam, so that a parallel Alacoil interaction can form. Since, in Alacoils, the two helices approach each other more closely along the ridge of alanines than along the other ridge of residues, the angle between the two seams (theoretically 155°) is widened to approximately 180°, allowing the sheet to remain open.

The interface residues thus not only determine the oligomerization and orientation of coiled-coil helices, they also set the geometry of packing interactions (canonical, Alacoil, partially rotated, fully *x--da*). In doing so they navigate an energy landscape in which the different structural states are often nearly isoenergetic and separated by low energy barriers. In our discussion of structural diversity in coiled coils (Sect. [4.4.1](#Sec11){ref-type="sec"}), we will review in detail how minor changes to the sequence of the GCN4 leucine zipper can lead to a range of different forms; here we would just like to point out a side-effect of this flat energy landscape, namely that coiled-coil fragments crystallized outside their native protein context often assume non-physiological structures. Instances of this abound in the Protein Structure Databank. For example: (a) the S-helix of the beta-1 subunit of a soluble guanylyl cyclase (3HLS) forms an antiparallel homotetramer, while the parent protein is a parallel heterodimer (with a minor homodimeric form); (b) the pilin subunit of *Neisseria gonorrhoeae* (1AY2) forms an antiparallel dimer, while the parent structure is an extended spiral of offset, parallel subunits; (c) a fragment of the SARS coronavirus spike glycoprotein forms an antiparallel tetramer with *x--da* packing (1ZV7), while the parent protein is a parallel trimer with canonical packing; (d) the cytosolic coiled-coil segments of ion channels have been variously solved as parallel tetramers (3BJ4, 2OVC), antiparallel tetramers (3E7K), and parallel trimers (3HFE, 2PNV), even though the parent proteins are all parallel tetramers. A fair number of other such cases could be listed here.

Folding and Stability {#Sec9}
---------------------

Due to the regularity of their interactions, coiled coils are often very stable proteins. Indeed, the most stable protein reported to date may well be the surface-layer protein of the archaeon *Staphylothermus marinus*, whose stalk domain -- a homotetrameric coiled coil -- withstands heating to 130 °C in 6 M guanidinium hydrochloride and requires 70 % sulphuric acid for denaturation (Peters et al. [@CR84]). Since this treatment leads to hydrolysis of the peptide bonds, tetrabrachion may be the only known protein where the primary structure appears to be less stable than the secondary, tertiary, and quaternary structures. This is certainly exceptional, but many coiled coils have been reported to withstand extreme chemical and thermal conditions, including some comprising only a few heptads, such as variants of the GCN4 leucine zipper. The unusual stability that can be achieved by natural coiled coils has been recently reproduced by computational design in engineered coiled coils (Huang et al. [@CR48]). Factors that promote stability are the propensity of the constituent helices to adopt a helical structure, the tightness of their packing interactions, the hydrophobicity of the resulting core, and a shell of favourable polar and ionic interactions that shield this core from solvent. It follows that, all things being equal, the stability of coiled coils should increase with the number of helices, as this provides them with a broader hydrophobic core (at least until the number of helices turns them from bundles into barrels and causes the formation of a central, solvent-filled pore). Indeed, this increase in stability can be observed between the dimeric, trimeric, and tetrameric variants of the GCN4 leucine zipper (Harbury et al. [@CR41]).

Given their thermodynamic stability, it may come as a surprise that coiled coils are close to the unfolded state; in fact, it is not uncommon for them to be mistaken for natively unstructured polypeptides by disorder prediction programs. We are not aware of any systematic study of this, but we have observed it ourselves in many cases over the years, for example with the myosin heavy chain, whose extended stalk is both predicted confidently as a coiled coil and seen as intrinsically disordered by the respective prediction programs (Fig. [4.6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}). This failure cuts both ways: highly charged sequences that are largely devoid of hydrophobic residues and lack sequence repeats indicative of coiled-coil structure are often predicted as coiled coils, even though they are most likely unstructured (Gruber et al. [@CR40]). This is because coiled coils are highly repetitive, largely solvent-exposed structures and therefore have reduced sequence complexity and a low proportion of hydrophobic to hydrophilic residues relative to globular proteins - just like many natively unstructured sequences. The five most frequent residues in coiled coils (E, L, K, A, Q) comprise more than half of the total (with the charged residues E and K alone constituting more than a quarter), whereas they represent less than a third of residues in globular proteins. Conversely, the five rarest residues in coiled coils (F, H, C, W, P) barely add up to 2 %, whereas they constitute more than 15 % in globular proteins. The similarity between coiled coils and natively unstructured sequences offers a substantial challenge in structure prediction. We find a number of questions helpful in discriminating between the two: (1) Is the sequence repetitive and, if yes, is the periodicity compatible with coiled-coil structure? (2) Does the repetition entail a preponderance of hydrophobic residues at core positions and hydrophilic residues at all other positions? (3) Is the structural context indicative of, or at least compatible with, a coiled coil (for example, does the sequence belong to a protein family that is known to be oligomeric and fibrous)? (4) Is an elevated coiled-coil propensity conserved in homologues? Answering Yes to these questions progressively increases the confidence that a given sequence forms a coiled coil.Fig. 4.6**Predictions of coiled-coil propensity and disorder in human myosin heavy chain.** The boundary between the globular head domain and the fibrous stalk is marked by a vertical *dotted line*. The output of FoldIndex is shown on an inverted scale in order to make it directly comparable to the two other programs. The graphs show that the rod is recognized both as a coiled coil (COILS) and as natively unstructured (IUPred, Dosztányi et al. [@CR27]; FoldIndex, Prilusky et al. [@CR85])

In our opinion, coiled-coil sequences have evolved to resemble unstructured polypeptides because they need to ensure in-register folding of rods that are sometimes many hundreds of residues long. Since packing interactions are structurally the same all along the rod, coiled coils are confronted with many, essentially isoenergetic intermediates that could trap the folding chains out of register if they formed spontaneously. To prevent this, coiled coils have evolved sequences that allow them to be quite stable thermodynamically, once folded, but have kinetic folding barriers that maintain them in an unstructured state until folding has been initiated at a nucleation site and is therefore guaranteed to be in register. Thus, fragments of natural coiled coils, even of considerable size, often do not fold: for example, myosin rod fragments hundreds of residues long remain soluble, but unstructured, if they do not include a nucleation site (Trybus et al. [@CR97]). The concept of nucleation sites as initiators of coiled-coil folding was pioneered by Kammerer, Steinmetz and co-workers, who called them 'trigger sequences' (Steinmetz et al. [@CR88]; Kammerer et al. [@CR52]) and characterized them in a number of different coiled coils. Subsequent identifications of further trigger sequences (Frank et al. [@CR34]; Wu et al. [@CR110]; Alfadhli et al. [@CR2]; Araya et al. [@CR3]) showed that these nucleation sites do not adhere to a particular consensus sequence, but rather represent short segments of high α-helical propensity, capable of forming many stabilizing interactions in the correct oligomeric form through optimized electrostatic interactions and hydrophobic packing (Lee et al. [@CR58]).

Structural Diversity {#Sec10}
====================

Fibres and Zippers {#Sec11}
------------------

For decades after their initial description, the concept of coiled coils was closely associated with long fibres, such as the keratins, myosins, epidermins, and fibrinogens of the k-m-e-f class, which were all two- or three-helical. Their properties had greatly helped the original fibre diffraction studies, but caused major impediments to their analysis by X-ray crystallography. Today, there is still only one structure of a k-m-e-f class protein known to high resolution (fibrinogen at 2.7 Å, 1M1J; Yang et al. [@CR112]), while information on the others is available for fragments only or at considerably lower resolution, such as for tropomyosin at 7.0 Å (Whitby and Phillips [@CR102]).

As the X-ray crystallographic analysis of proteins developed, it emerged gradually that coiled-coil interactions were also observed in much shorter helical bundles, often embedded within globular proteins, such as in the catabolite gene activator protein (McKay and Steitz [@CR71]; Nilges and Brunger [@CR75]). These observations led to the proposal that an understanding of coiled-coil structure would be of substantial significance not only for long fibres, but also for globular and membrane proteins, as well as for structures with larger numbers of helices, such as four-helical bundles (Cohen and Parry [@CR18]). Soon afterwards, the discovery of the leucine zipper and particularly of its prototypical representative in the yeast transcription factor GCN4 (Landschultz et al. [@CR57]) provided a tractable model system of great biological importance for the high-resolution analysis and manipulation of coiled coils (O'Shea et al. [@CR76]; Harbury et al. [@CR41]). Today it is widely recognized that coiled coils not only comprise the long fibrous proteins that form filaments, tethers, stalks, levers, and large, mechanically rigid assemblies (e.g. hair, feathers, horn, blood clots), but also many shorter structures, which -- among other activities -- mediate oligomerization, transduce signals, and facilitate the transport of small molecules (see also Chap. 10.1007/978-3-319-49674-0_3 by Hartmann [@CR43], in this issue).

As an example for the structural diversity accessible to coiled coils we will discuss here the GCN4 leucine zipper, which can be converted to a broad range of structural forms by minor changes to its sequence, illuminating the versatility of the fold and the closeness of its different variants in the energy landscape (Table [4.2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}). In the native state, it forms a parallel, two-helical coiled coil of 30 residues (GCN4-p1), whose dimerization depends largely on an asparagine residue in position *a* of the heptad repeat (N16). This residue represents an instance of 'negative design' since it provides structural specificity at the expense of stability; its replacement generally increases stability, but leads to trimers, or mixtures of dimers and trimers (Harbury et al. [@CR41]; Gonzalez et al. [@CR36]; Akey et al. [@CR1]). All these forms are parallel, but in one case an antiparallel trimer was obtained by mutating N16 to alanine. This mutation caused the structure to become trimeric and invert the orientation of one helix, such that the A16 residues form mixed *a-d* core layers with L12, filling the cavity caused by the small alanine sidechains. The parallel orientation of the helices could be rescued by adding benzene to the solvent, which filled the hydrophobic cavity in the core (Holton and Albert [@CR47]). The oligomeric state of GCN4 could also be altered by other substitutions in the hydrophobic core: as outlined in Sect. [4.3.1](#Sec8){ref-type="sec"}, the geometry of packing interactions leads coiled-coil dimers to favour β-branched residues in position *a* and γ-branched or unbranched residues in position *d*, and tetramers to favour the reverse; trimers show no preference. This rule was, in fact, derived from GCN4 variants, for which isoleucines in *a* and leucines in *d* produced dimers (GCN4-IL) and the reverse distribution tetramers (GCN4-LI; Harbury et al. [@CR41]). A retro-GCN4, consisting of an inversion of the GCN4 sequence, therefore unsurprisingly yielded a tetramer (Mittl et al. [@CR74]). Other combinations of isoleucine, leucine, and valine typically resulted in trimers or, rarely, mixtures of dimers and trimers (Harbury et al. [@CR42]).Table 4.2Diversity of GCN4-derived structuresNameOligomer- izationOrien- tationAssemblyCorePDB idReferencesSequenceGCN4-p1DimerParallelHomo*a--d*2ZTAO'Shea et al. ([@CR76])XRMKQLEDKVEELLSKNYHLENEVARLKKLVGERGCN4-pRDimerParallelHomo*a--d*MKV\...\...\...\...\...\...\...\...\...\....GCN4-pILDimerParallelHomo*a--d*-Harbury et al. ([@CR41])\.....I\...I..L\...I..L\...I..L\...I\...GCN4-pIITrimerParallelHomo*a--d*1GCMHarbury et al. ([@CR41])\.....I\...I..I\...I..I\...I..I\...I\...GCN4-pLITetramerParallelHomo*a--d*1GCLHarbury et al. ([@CR41])\.....I\...L..I\...L..I\...L..I\...L\...GCN4-pVLSTrimerParallelHomo*a--d*1IJ0Akey et al. ([@CR1])\...\...\...\...S\...V\...\...\...\...\.....GCN4-pVLTTrimerParallelHomo*a--d*1IJ1Akey et al. ([@CR1])\...\...\...\...T\...V\...\...\...\...\.....GABHDimerParallelHetero*a--d*1KD8Keating et al. ([@CR53]).EV\....AE\...IE.EVW\...\...\...E.ENA.CEA.KV\...KA\.....K\...LW..K.K\...\...KNA.CKAGCN4-p1 N16ATrimerAntiparallelHomo*a--d*1RB1Holton and Alber ([@CR47])-\...\...\...\...\...A\...\...\...\...\.....GCN4-pM3TrimerParallelHomo*a--d*2O7HCiani et al. ([@CR16])S\...\...\...\...\...\...\...R\....E\...\...GCN4-pLI E20CTetramerAntiparallelHomo*x--da*2CCNYadav et al. ([@CR111])\.....I\...L..I\...L..IC..L..I\...L\...GCN4-pLI E20STetramerParallelHomo*a--d*2CCEYadav et al. ([@CR111])\.....I\...L..I\...L..IS..L..I\...L\...GCN4-pLI E20STetramerAntiparallelHomo*x--da*2CCFYadav et al. ([@CR111])\.....I\...L..I\...L..IS..L..I\...L\...GCN4-pAgTetramerAntiparallelHomoAlacoil2B1FDeng et al. ([@CR25])MKV\.....A\...\...A\...\...A\...\...\.....GCN4-pAe~LV~TetramerAntiparallelHomo*x--da*2R2VLiu et al. ([@CR63])MKL..VA..L..VA..L..NA..L..VA..L\...GCN4-pVgTetramerAntiparallelHomo*x--da*2B22Deng et al. ([@CR25])MKV\.....V\...\...V\...\...V\...\...\.....GCN4-pVeTetramerParallelHomooffset^a^2IPZLiu et al. ([@CR60])MKV\...V\...\...\...\....V\...\...V\...\...GCN4-pAAHeptamerParallelHomo*x--da*2HY6Liu et al. ([@CR61])MKV\...A.A\....A.A\....A.A\....A.A\....GCN4-pVe/TetramerAntiparallelHetero*x--da*3CK4Deng et al. ([@CR26])MKV\...V\...\...\...\....V\...\...V\...\... CN4-pVgMKV\.....V\...\...V\...\...V\...\...\.....GCN4-pAe/TetramerAntiparallelHetero*x--da*3CRPDeng et al. ([@CR26])MKV\...A\...\...\...\....A\...\...A\...\... GCN4-pAgMKV\.....A\...\...A\...\...A\...\...\.....^a^Helices A and B are in the same register, C is shifted axially by about 3.6 A and D by about 5.8 A, leading to the formation of mixed *a--a--d--d* and *d--d--a--a* core layers. The diagonally opposed helices A&C are much closer together than B&D, giving the bundle a trapezoid cross section. The bundle has an unusual core geometry, with helix A drifting from an *a--d--e* core at its N-terminus to an intermediate rotation state at its C-terminus, helix B remaining fully canonical, helix C assuming an *a--d--e* core throughout, and helix D assuming the same intermediate rotation state as helix A does at its C-terminus

Structural diversity was also brought about by mutating positions *e* and *g*, flanking the hydrophobic core (Table [4.2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}). For example, introducing an ionic bond between neighbouring chains via an arginine in position *g* and a glutamate in position *e* overrode the the effect of N16 and converted GCN4-p1 to a trimer, but only when this was done at the trigger site of the coiled coil (Ciani et al. [@CR16]). A more comprehensive set of polar mutations in positions *e* and *g*, aimed at obtaining negatively and positively charged variants of the helices, resulted in heterodimers between these (Keating et al. [@CR53]). Most other mutations in the flanking positions, however, involved an increase in hydrophobicity and generally produced tetramers, albeit with great heterogeneity in orientation and core packing geometry (Table [4.2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}). Thus, mutating all polar residues in position *e* to valine (GCN4-pVe) yielded an odd, parallel four-helical bundle with offset helices that engage in a mixture of canonical and complementary *x--da* interactions, whereas the equivalent mutation of polar residues in position *g* (GCN4-pVg) yielded a symmetrical, antiparallel tetramer with near-ideal *x--da* packing (Liu et al. [@CR61]; Deng et al. [@CR25]; Dunin-Horkawicz and Lupas [@CR28]). A similar replacement of polar residues in position *g* with alanine (GCN4-pAg) also yielded an antiparallel tetramer, but the axial rotation of the helices went so far that a new canonical core was formed between positions *d* and *g*, resulting in the only GCN4 variant with Alacoil packing (Deng et al. [@CR25]; Table [4.1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). As we discussed in Sect. [4.2.3](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"}, placing small, hydrophobic residues in positions *e* or *g* biases the helices towards complementary *x--da* packing with an *a--d--e* or *a--d--g* core, respectively. Deng et al. ([@CR26]) exploited this in order to obtain heteromeric antiparallel tetramers with mixed *a--d--g* and *a--d--e* cores by combining either GCN4-pVe with GCN4-pVg, or the equivalent variants carrying alanine in place of valine. Combining hydrophobic mutations in *e* and *g* into the same helix (GCN4-pAA) yielded the most unusual zipper variant yet: a heptameric coiled-coil tube with the helices staggered in phase with the heptad repeat (Liu et al. [@CR62]).

The diversity of GCN4 variants highlights how close these are in their overall energy. The fact that the N16A mutant can be switched from an antiparallel to a parallel trimer by the addition of benzene is evidence of this, as is the observation of Yadav et al. ([@CR111]) that the tetrameric GCN4 variant, GCN4-pLI, when carrying a single point mutation from glutamate to serine in position *e*, can be switched between a parallel form with canonical packing and an antiparallel form with *x--da* packing (Table [4.2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}), simply by varying the buffer. Collectively, GCN4 variants map out how simple changes can lead from a plain dimeric fibre to the higher-order assemblies seen in many proteins.

Tubes, Sheets, Spirals, and Rings {#Sec12}
---------------------------------

As discussed in Sect. [4.3.1](#Sec8){ref-type="sec"}, coiled coils can progressively increase the number of helices by broadening their hydrophobic core, then splitting it into two adjacent cores. Starting with four-helical bundles, the space along their central axis increases to form cavities, frequently containing water or other solvent molecules; from five-helical bundles onward, the cavities merge into a continuous, solvent-filled pore. The resulting structures have been referred to variously as tubes (Lupas and Gruber [@CR65]), α-barrels (Koronakis et al. [@CR56]), or α-cylinders (Walshaw et al. [@CR101]; Walshaw and Woolfson [@CR100]). As the diameter of the pore widens and packing interactions become more irregular, the constituent helices may also start to deviate from the perpendicular, yielding funnel-shaped tubes, for example in the upper collar protein of the Bacillus bacteriophage φ29 (Simpson et al. [@CR86]). The potential of coiled-coil tubes to mediate solute transport when embedded in the membrane has been recognized for at least two decades (Malashkevich et al. [@CR68]) and recently Joh et al. ([@CR50]) designed the first synthetic ion antiporter by exploiting the axial cavities of a membrane-embedded four-helical coiled coil. The differential chemical accessibility of the central channel in aqueous environment has also suggested a potential to engineer new enzymes (Burton et al. [@CR13]). So far, tubes with five, six, ten, and twelve helices have been identified in nature, and this range has been complemented by computational design to include engineered five-, six-, and seven-helical structures (Thomson et al. [@CR95]; Huang et al. [@CR48]).

When the interaction seams of bifaceted helices are maximally separated, they may come to specify angles close to 180°, depending on the size distribution of residues at the interfaces. In such cases, the helices assemble into open α-sheets, rather than into circular tubes. Similarly, pairs of helices that neutralize each other's angular offset, such as in the archaeal protein pT26-6p (2WB7; Table [4.1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}), also lead to open structures (Walshaw et al. [@CR101]; Walshaw and Woolfson [@CR100]). Most natural examples consist of three or four helices, but recently, computational design has resulted in sheets with a much higher number of helices, as discussed in Sect. [4.3.1](#Sec8){ref-type="sec"}; four of these sheets assemble to form a novel type of fibre (Egelman et al. [@CR30]) (Fig. [4.7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}). Maintaining knobs-into-holes contacts in a sheet requires all but the edge helices to supercoil in opposite directions. The strain resulting from this conformational conflict distorts the packing interactions and gradually moves the helices out of register, restricting the length of these associations to typically less than four heptads.Fig. 4.7**Diversity of coiled-coil structures.** The figure shows a fibre (tropomyosin), a zipper (the Fos b-Zip domain bound to DNA), a tube in *side* and *top view* (TolC), a sheet in *side* and *top view* (colicin IA), a spiral (phage PF1 coat protein B), a synthetic nanotube assembled from sheets, and a ring (apolipoprotein A-I)

Sheets meet tubes in the formation of spirals. Compared to tubes, the helices of spirals are noticeably offset from each other along the axis of the coiled coil. For example, the major coat proteins of filamentous bacteriophages form staggered and slightly curved sheets, which then assemble into a multi-stranded spiral (Fig. [4.7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}), an architecture also found in proteins of the bacterial flagella and pili (reviewed in more detail in Lupas and Gruber [@CR65]). Another example is the multidrug resistance protein MexA, which was crystallized as a complex, tail-to-tail assembly of two spirals, one with six and the other with seven subunits. Each subunit contributes a helical hairpin to the spiral and the interaction between adjacent hairpins is set off by one heptad. This structure probably represents another instance of the crystallization artefacts discussed in Sect. [4.3.1](#Sec8){ref-type="sec"}, as MexA most likely assembles into a funnel *in vivo* (Symmons et al. [@CR91]). Some of the GCN4 variations that we have discussed in Sect. [4.4.1](#Sec11){ref-type="sec"} are staggered as well, most notably the heptameric GCN4-pAA. The mechanism, however, differs. Spirals make knobs-into-holes contacts between core residues in different heptads, whereas these coiled coils make homotypic contacts but are axially shifted by the equivalent of one residue per helix (Liu et al. [@CR62]).

An even more intriguing case is that of the apolipoproteins, which, despite being clearly homologous, form structures differing substantially in packing, supercoiling, and oligomer state. Apolipoproteins A-I and A-II oligomerize into ring-shaped four-helical bundles with an underlying 22/6 periodicity (Fig. [4.7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}), but show only local knobs-into-holes packing and supercoil angles similar to undistorted helices. In contrast, apolipoprotein E and apolipophorin III form monomeric left-handed coiled coils with regular knobs-into-holes interactions (Boguski et al. [@CR10]; reviewed in detail in Lupas and Gruber [@CR65]).

Evolution and Phylogenetic Diversity {#Sec13}
====================================

The large diversity of coiled-coil structures discussed above begs the question of their evolutionary origins. Some clearly form ancient families, which can occasionally be traced as far as the root of a kingdom (witness the leucine zipper transcription factors of eukaryotes), but in most cases sequence similarity searches do not uncover homologues beyond individual phyla and usually not even that far. Only in exceptional cases can a coiled coil be traced back all the way to the time of the Last Universal Common Ancestor (e.g. in seryl-tRNA synthetase). We would like to offer two reasons why this might be the case. One is that coiled coils diverge faster than most proteins, due to their primarily structural function, which has lower constraints than catalytic activity, and their highly repetitive nature, which makes them more resilient against point mutations than other structures. At the same time, they converge faster than most other proteins, due to their repetitive structure, which favours the same patterns of hydrophobic and hydrophilic residues, and the same restricted alphabet of residues with high helical propensity. For these reasons, the point in the past where it becomes impossible to distinguish homology from analogy in statistical sequence analyses is more recent for coiled coils than for other proteins. This does not mean that individual coiled-coil families are not older than this point, it just means that we can't trace their origins beyond it. Additionally, as discussed in Sect. [4.3.2](#Sec9){ref-type="sec"}, coiled coils seem to have been under evolutionary pressure to evolve towards unstructured sequences for reasons of folding specificity, which has further lowered their sequence complexity and increased their rate of divergence. In this context, we note the existence of coiled coils with highly biased residue distributions, for example in a family of proteins we have analyzed in great detail, the trimeric autotransporter adhesins (TAAs; Szczesny and Lupas [@CR93]; Bassler et al. [@CR8]); here, one can find proteins such as Bcep18194_B0441 of *Burkholderia lata*, which has two extensive coiled-coil segments of \~700 and \~1200 residues, respectively, consisting to two-thirds of serine and threonine, or the putative adhesin VEIDISOL_00919 of *Veillonella dispar*, in whose stalk of more than 2000 residues a quarter are asparagine. Other examples of this kind can be readily found, also in eukaryotic proteins.

The second reason why coiled-coil domains might be difficult to trace far back in time is their rapid turnover in many families. Like many other repetitive structures, they seem to constantly evolve by amplification and divergence from individual repeats but, unlike most other repetitive structures, their repeat unit is so short that it is easy to recruit from sequences not part of a coiled coil, or even from non-coding sequence. Coiled coils thus seem to readily evolve *de novo*. As evidence for this we see coiled coils, primarily in prokaryotes, whose repeat units are essentially identical to each other over hundreds of residues, not only in the protein sequence, but also at the level of the DNA; such coiled coils typically occur only in a few closely related species and are therefore probably not more than a few million years old. We see further evidence for *de novo* evolution in the many protein families that are generally globular, but in which one or a few members have "grown" coiled coils through the extension of helices that are an integral part of the family fold (Lupas and Gruber [@CR65]). Although more difficult to establish, it seems reasonable to assume that the *de novo* acquisition of coiled coils is paralleled by a corresponding rate of loss.

These considerations, of course, proceed from sequences that we can recognize as coiled coils, either because they are considered to assume this structure by prediction programs, or (much more rarely) because we have structural information. Not considered are an unknown number of sequences that form coiled coils, but remain unpredicted because of an odd residue composition or an odd periodicity. The surprising recent discovery of α/β coiled coils (Hartmann et al. [@CR45]) as a substantially new variant of a fold we thought we understood comprehensively suggests that there might be yet more to this seemingly simple fold than we realize.
